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M I D - C E N T U R Y
The modern and contemporary lines are two of the most popular styles 
among today’s interior design world, however, in the past few years 
we’ve witnessed the great comeback of the trendy mid-century style! 
With a modern or classic spin, the mid-century design has been growing 
into one of the most popular style within the world’s top interior design 
experts since they are able to use the most creative furniture and lighting 
designs as well as bold color possibilities. This book brings you the most 
inspiring design projects regarding this retro vibe create by the world’s 
best interior designers!

The popularity of the mid-century is based on many factors, but we can 
mostly say that people favor this style due to the use of clean lines, gentle 
organic curves and a mix of different materials! Inspired by the design 
influences of the mid-1930s to mid-1960s, this retro design style favors a 
timeless quality and a refined sense of vintage curiosity. It’s exactly this 
sense that we can find in all the projects featured in this book!

https://delightfull.eu/en/heritage/suspension/coltrane?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=delightfull-topmidcenturyid&utm_campaign=product
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AB Concept was founded in 1999 by Ed Ng and Terence Ngan, a 
designer and architect duo who have, throughout their careers, 
made a remarkable impact in the world of luxury design. The 
company has become a well-respected name in hospitality, 
wellness, F&B, commercial and residential properties. 

Their design philosophy is clear: they want to create timeless 
design projects that surpass the client’s expectations, and 
becomes one of the more valuable legacies. For this reason, Ed 
and Terence are only committed to work with projects that 
they feel connected through an emotional response. Once they 
believe in the idea, the designers’ creative process begins with 
the establishment of a creative theme that is going to be the 
foundation of the entire design.

It’s due to the passion they put in every project that AB 
Concept has become one of the foremost luxury design firms 
that will continue to inspire and surprise.

According to AB Concept, people change and evolve, becoming 
a new person every 10 years. Although they may have achieved 
everything they wanted yesterday, there is still a lot to dream 
about tomorrow. That’s why they always enjoy the moment 
they are in, the now-experienced, the consciousness of the 
present instant. 

“I’d like to come back to my favorite simile here: a designer is 
like a chef. The ingredients are important in the making but 
ultimately the dish has to speak for itself. We are both telling a 
story and sharing a first hand experience without using words.”

Although their work is mainly known in the hospitality 
industry, the studio is increasingly moving to the retail design 
industry. The inspiration in hospitality projects usually comes 
from the location but, in retail, it is all about the essence, 
history or reinterpretation of the brand. At the moment, they 
are working with KOHLER and completed their Experience 
Center in Shanghai.

Credits by AB Concept

Website - https://www.abconcept.net/

Address - Unit 1802, K11 Atelier, Victoria Dockside, Tsim Sha Tsui, Hong Kong
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G A B  C O N C E P T
“Every project we create should be a legacy for our clients. We are selective 
and only commit to projects that we feel passionate about, those that 
evoke an emotional response or spark our collective imaginations. Our 
creative process starts by establishing a main concept that is going to be the 
foundation of the entire project.” – AB Concept

https://www.abconcept.net/
https://www.essentialhome.eu/inspirations/contract/undeniably-charming-luxury-interior-design-projects-concept/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
https://www.essentialhome.eu/inspirations/contract/undeniably-charming-luxury-interior-design-projects-concept/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
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When it comes to the future of the design, AB Concept believes that most of the changes will come 

from innovation in technology, from smart fabrics to new production methods. 

Ed and Terence believe that design is always a team effort. 
They explain that, as principals of a design team, they 
normally come up with the very first design direction 
based on a sort of gut feeling; but each of their designs, 
no matter if it is an interior space or a single object, goes 
through a lengthy development process that enables them 
to achieve the quality they envision. In interior design, 
they tend to use the company name AB Concept, but for 
products and artistic projects, they use a more personal 
touch and their names — Terence Ngan and Ed Ng.

According to the design duo, the trends in the design world 
are constantly changing. Nowadays, with social media 
and ubiquitous photography, everything is overexposed 
instantly and the designers can no longer afford to “look 
like this or that” anymore. Currently, clients demand 
that you create something unique.

The AB Concept studio doesn’t have a client type, they 
have projects all over the world and their client profile is 
very varied. Although they work for ultra-luxury hotel 
brands like Four Seasons and Rosewood, they also have 
residential projects in the heart of Manhattan, a resort in 
the south of China and one in Portugal. 

As for the future of the design world, the AB Concept 
designers believe that most of the changes will come 
from innovation in technology, from smart fabrics to 
new production methods. “There’s basically something 
new coming out every week. Some will fizzle, others 
will have the potential to disrupt entire industries. 
The design industry can’t escape the impact of the 
technological evolution.”

With an ever-expanding portfolio, AB Concept has 
become one of the foremost luxury design firms and will 
continue to inspire and surprise.

https://www.essentialhome.eu/inspirations/contract/undeniably-charming-luxury-interior-design-projects-concept/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
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Originally from Spain and with an impressive design journey 
throughout her career, Adriana Nicolau is considered one of 
the world’s best interior designers. Able to create and to build 
remarkable interior design projects and environments, the 
sophistication is her modern design signature and also the 
main reason why her unique designs are so timeless.

Heading her own studio, for over 10 years Adriana Nicolau has 
been adding experiences to spaces with her ideas, dreams, and 
passion for design. All of her projects are made with optimism. 
Lover of natural philosophy and a dedicated environmentalist, 
Nicolau always looks to ecological materials and elements that 
transport us back to nature. 

The Bumpgreen in Madrid marked a before and after in 
Adrian Nicolau’s career. Together with Tomás Nofre and 
Rubén Vaquer, Adriana Nicolau opened a new concept 
in green restaurant inspired in the luxury of past eras. 
The design’s inspiration was on the old mansion in the 
English countryside in which the Spanish interior designer 
incorporated a naturalist philosophy with details recalling 
the natural world. This is a place to enjoy with yourself, that 
invite you to know the slow food, taste the nearby cuisine 
and respectful practices for the environment. 

Each project is carried out in a unique way where emotion and 
her distinctive great smile are involved and, unsurprisingly, 
most of her designs follow a mid-century modern and a 
colorful approach. After all, Adriana Nicolou is known for her 
amazing and unique use of colors.

Credits by Adriana Nicolau

Website - https://adriananicolau.es/

Address - Calle de Padilla, 1, 28006 Madrid, Spain

A D R I A N A  N I C O L A U
“I can’t define myself exactly but I think that I’m a very optimistic and 
empathetic person. I always see the positive side of things and I suppose this 
is reflected in my style, adapting to spaces and the history of each place or 
client.” – Adriana Nicolau
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https://adriananicolau.es/
https://www.essentialhome.eu/inspirations/interiors-decor/inspiring-luxury-design-palacete-cordoba-adriana-nicolau/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
https://www.essentialhome.eu/inspirations/interiors-decor/inspiring-luxury-design-palacete-cordoba-adriana-nicolau/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
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Founded in Russia in 2002 by Nadezhda and George Ananyev, 
Ananiev Interiors has a strong mission within the design 
industry! That mission is to provide a very individual design 
tailoring to every single client and his project! Their design 
legacy keeps on growing and in, 2018, they opened their own 
gallery of vintage and designer NG Gallery items.

Ananiev Interiors likes to work with different styles, from art 
deco to mid-century modern, which resulted several amazing 
projects across the years, most of which have been featured  in 
highly acclaimed magazines like Vogue, AD, Elle decor, Interior 
+ Design or InStyle!

Despite being a Russian design studio at heart, Ananiev 
Interiors are now a worldwide design corporation with projects 
scattered all around the world. In fact one of their most recent 
projects is a stunning and luxury penthouse in New York 
City that embodies the perfect blend between the vintage 
style and  mid-century modern approach! With powerful 
and stylish environments, color was the real highlight of this 
amazing design project. Leaving the common of light tones, 
the choice for the walls were shades of blue that brought the 
house to life and harmonized perfectly with all the choices of 
furniture. The designers also brought an explosion of colors, 
which undoubtedly made everything even more interesting. A 
stunning example of Ananiev Interiors creativity.

Nadya and Givi Ananiev also love to share their knowledge 
and style with the world, but mainly with promising young 
designers. In fact they are teachers in “Detali” school of 
interior design and British High School of Design, where they 
help shape the design minds of tomorrow. So between their 
amazing projects and their mentoring jobs, Nadya and Givi 
are conquering at spaces the world of design and are rapidly 
becoming heavyweights of this industry. 

Credits by  Ananiev Interiors

Website - http://www.ngananiev.ru/

A N A N I E V  I N T E R I O R S
“We try to create unique interiors and meet the most sophisticated needs of 
our clients. With the same purpose we design pieces of furniture and decorative 
elements individually for any specific project.” – Nadya and Givi Ananiev 
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http://www.ngananiev.ru/
https://delightfull.eu/en/graphic-lamps/graphic/letter-r?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=delightfull-topmidcenturyid&utm_campaign=product
https://delightfull.eu/en/graphic-lamps/graphic/letter-d?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=delightfull-topmidcenturyid&utm_campaign=product
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Anemone Wille Våge is an Oslo based interior designer that 
has a huge portfolio of both residential and commercial work 
since 1989. She started out with editorial work as a stylist for 
interior magazines, and today she has her own company with 
a highly skilled team to support her. 

Her work includes both residential and commercial projects 
such as hotels, restaurants, offices, and chalets. In the past 
years, Anemone and her team shift from the modern to the 
classic, where the goal is to make something unique based on 
the customer and the site’s characteristics. To add value to this 
tailoring is often part of the task, where every materials from 
furniture to textiles are individualized for the project.

Anemone Wille Våge has put her signature on interiors across 
Scandinavia, France, Britain, Spain and the United States.  
The portfolio includes several Norwegian landmarks, from 
upgrading of the venerable Theatercaféen and 2. Etage at 
Hotel Continental to producing the stunning interior design 
for the luxury hotel The Thief.

One of her latest projects is the Clarion Hotel, a new and 
spectacular hotel where guests will experience a “love affair” 
between early classics, balanced design and the pioneering design 
of the future. Lund + Slaatto Architects were the architects 
behind the design of the hotel and Anemone Wille Våge was the 
interior designer for the restaurants and public areas.

Anemone Wille Våge and her team has been represented on 
the prestigious Andrew Martin Design review for 4 years in 
a row. She has also won both Europe’s Best Design Hotel and 
European Hotel Design Awards for the work with The Thief.

Credits by Anemone Wille Våge 

Website - http://www.anemone.no/

Address - 58B Bygdoy Allé, Frogner,  0265 Oslo, Norway

A N E M O N E  W I L L E  V Å G E
“For me, interior design has always been a way of expressing myself, but I 
leave it to others to interpret my work. Colors, materials, and lighting are 
important factors, of course, but anyone could tell you that.” – Anemone 
Wille Våge
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http://www.anemone.no/
https://delightfull.eu/en/heritage/suspension/botti?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=delightfull-topmidcenturyid&utm_campaign=product
https://www.essentialhome.eu/inspirations/contract/restaurants/fantastic-mid-century-restaurant-know-oslo/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
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In 1989, Robert Bilkey founded the design firm Bilkey Llinas 
Design with Oscar Llinas and Mauricio Salcedo, sharing many 
years of experience together and creating prestigious projects 
all over the world. Since the year of the creation of this amazing 
design studio, the three founders have been developing 
excellent hospitality projects, namely high-end hospitality 
projects. On a worldwide level, they have completed hotels, 
resorts, casinos, country clubs, spas, and convention facilities.

Bilkey Llinas Design have offices in Palm Beach Gardens, 
Florida and in Hong Kong with production studios in 
Guangzhou, China. Together, the three founders share a large 
number of skills in architectural planning, which is crucial for 
the development of the company. The international office 
provides an opportunity for the company to increase the 
knowledge of the hospitality industry.

According to Bilkey Llinas Design’s president, the firm “does 
not limit itself to a singular approach to design. We approach 
each project by looking at what the market and the guests 
actually require, tailoring our designs to meet those needs”. 
Their main goal is to deliver amazing hotels that are able to 
give the guests the best of both worlds: function and comfort, 
along with luxury and design experience.

When the concept of luxury design was on top, Bilkey Llinas 
Design entered the game of the hospitality design industry, 
and absolutely transformed it! And besides their amazing 
professionalism through the years, they also begin to break 
through the business world, in order to intersect with the 
hospitality projects they embrace.

This Florida-based design studio ultimately looks to find the 
most innovative and bold solutions to change and develop the 
guests’ demands when staying at hotels. In order to achieve 
those goals, they keep on being interested to look for those 
same solutions. To help this prestigious company, Bilkey Llinas 
Design counts on a team of skilled architects and designers, 
who produce innovative concepts.

Credits by Bilkey Llinas Design

Website - http://12.147.30.8/~bilkey/

Address - 601 PGA Boulevard Suite 300, Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410, USA

B I L K E Y  L L I N A S  D E S I G N
“We approach each project by looking at what the market and the guests actually 
require, tailoring our designs to meet those needs.” – Bilkey Llinas Design
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http://12.147.30.8/~bilkey/
https://www.essentialhome.eu/inspirations/contract/see-bilkey-llinas-design-top-luxury-hospitality-projects/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
https://www.essentialhome.eu/inspirations/contract/see-bilkey-llinas-design-top-luxury-hospitality-projects/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
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The Campana Brothers is a Brazilian design studio, created by 
Humberto Campana and Fernando Campana, that has been 
making headlines for several years. “I love the challenge of 
looking for new ideas, discovering new ways of working with 
materials, collaborating with different people and imagining 
‘new landscapes’.I love being part of their daily lives and 
discover ways of improving it, whether it’s in a rural or urban 
setting through an object, architecture or social projects”, 
explained the Brazilian interior designers.

In 1983, the two brothers teamed up to make furniture made 
of ordinary materials including scrap and waste products such 
as cardboard, rope, cloth and wood scraps, plastic tubes and 
aluminum wire. From 1997, some of their products including 
the Vermelha chair began to be produced and sold in Italy.

In 1998 the Campana Brothers became the first Brazilian 
artists to exhibit their work at The Museum of Modern Art in 
New York, along with German lighting designer Ingo Maurer. 
In 2002, the renowned interior designers started crafting their 
own line of limited editions and unique pieces handmade at 
the studio in Sao Paulo.

Throughout the years, the Campana Brothers have faced a few 
obstacles in their professional path, but there was one specific 
moment that marked their professional career. “I have to say 
it was transitioning from one-of-a-kind, limited edition pieces 
to mass production. We overcame it thanks to people like 
Massimo Morozzi, art director at Edra at the time, who was 
keen to spread our design philosophy applying their industrial 
expertise and invited us to work together. That’s how 
Vermelha was put into production in 1998, five years after it 
was created in our studio. We initially thought it would be a 
limited edition but as it turned out, it is still being produced 
today and it’s one of our most recognized pieces.”

Besides this incredible episode, Fernando Campana also 
highlighted as an important point of his career the hospitality 
project of the New Hotel in Athens, Greece, and the interior 
design project of the Café Campana for Musée D’Orsay. The 

Credits by Campana Brothers

Website https://campanas.com.br/

C A M P A N A  B R O T H E R S
“Our client type is one who gives us complete freedom to create. They foresee 
the future and seek elements that will add value to their brand in the form of a 
more comfortable, creative, whimsical future.” – Fernando Campana
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https://campanas.com.br/
https://www.contemporarylighting.eu/2019/11/06/everything-is-possible-with-campana-brothers/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
https://www.contemporarylighting.eu/2019/11/06/everything-is-possible-with-campana-brothers/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
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New Hotel was the first design where 
the interior designers incorporated 
a school inside the hotel where the 
students and the interior designers were 
in charge to recycle as much as possible 
in the project. As for the Café Campana 
project, Fernando enhances that he “was 
very grateful for being trusted by them 
with a carte blanche to create a space 
from our vision to exist in a place that is 
a masterpiece in itself ”.

The Campana Brothers have that 
feeling of mission accomplished when 
they know that they fulfilled the 
clients’ needs and expectations right 
in the original idea. I love it when the 
processes, techniques, implementation, 
all come together seamlessly. In other 
words, when the seed blossoms into fruit 
the way it was meant to be, without 
compromising its essence”, explained 
Humberto Campana.

Every bespoke product of the Campana 
Brothers’ inspiring collection is designed 
by them. Some of their bespoke furniture 
designs are the result of successful 
partnerships between the Brazilian 
interior designers and other artists. “We 
are always open to new partnerships. 
They seek to be associated with our 
brand and our ethos, but we normally 
start from an internal lab process first. 
We have to share similar philosophies to 
be worth it”, explained Humberto.

The Campana Brothers dedicate their 
inspiring collections to the art and design 
lovers that seek new ways of looking at 
the world, away from banalities and the 
conventional, who connect to life at a 
different level. 

Currently, the interior designers are 
developing several design projects 
in their studio based in São Paulo. 
“Right now we are working on a 
large solo exhibit we are preparing 
for an important museum in Rio, 
but at the moment I am interested 
in projects that deal with the urban 
scale.” The Campana Brothers studio 
is represented by Friedman Benda 
in New York, Carpenters Workshop 

Gallery in London and Paris, as well as 
Galleria O in Rome. 

When questioned about the design 
trends that are going to mark the 
interior design industry, the Brazilian 
interior designers think that the future 
of design relies on sustainable solutions 
and ancient craftsmanship techniques. 
“That means looking at human 
resources with care making their staff 
part of the process and preserving their 
self-esteem. We need to acknowledge 
their importance in the whole process”.

Fernando Campana, a passionate for 
Brazilian craftsmanship and sustainable 
resources, believes that the biggest 
problem relies on the daily routine that 
our society is used to, like the excess 
use of smartphones and social media. 
“This need to have instant information 
and constant contact at their fingertips 
is creating a society of anxious people, 
so perhaps I would like to see a world 
where people can disconnect and take 
time to look at their inner-selves. Our 
latest creation for Louis Vuitton, the 
Bulbo chair, is a hint to what I mean 
here.” In case you don’t know, this 
bespoke chair design invites you to take 
a sit and be embraced by a soft, giant 
tropical flower. “Who would try this 
fabulous experience for texting all day, 
am I right?”

“TO DEAL WITH 

PEOPLE AND LEARN 

ABOUT THEIR HABITS, 

TO UNDERSTAND 

WHAT MAKES THEM 

TICK, AND TO TAKE 

PART IN THEIR 

LIVES BY PROPOSING 

NEW WAYS OF 

EXPERIENCING LIFE.”

https://www.contemporarylighting.eu/2019/11/06/everything-is-possible-with-campana-brothers/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
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Milan is the hometown of some of the world’s top interior 
designers, such as the Italian legend Carlo Donati. Most of his 
design projects have been published in the international press, 
such as the most influential interior design magazines and 
books of architecture in Italy and all over the world. It’s hardly 
a surprise to see Carlo Donati and his studio amongst the top 
designers of the world and judging by his latest projects, he 
will be conserving this title for years to come. Afterall, Carlo 
Donati is already a well-renowned designer all over the world!

Whether it is residential design, villa or even commercial 
projects the Italian design studio has become one of the most 
renowned designers not only in Italy, but also worldwide, 
thanks to their creative ideas. It’s founder, Carlo Donati was 
born in Zibello (Parma) in 1965 and studied architecture at the 
Politecnico of Milan where he graduated in 1992.  He lived in 
New York where, as a consultant architect of Versace Group, 
he renovated Gianni Versace’s townhouse and  the historical 
Vanderbilt Mansion, the main flagship store on Fifth Avenue. 
Back in Milan he founded the “Farnese Contract” with Adriano 
Donati, firm that operated as a general contractor, working 
with the most successful design studios. It was only in  1999 
that he founded his own architectural firm - Carlo Donati 
Studio - that today is one of the biggest hallmarks of Italian 
interior design, but also a hallmark of the entire industry!
 
The Studio’s work is mostly focused on interior design, luxury 
houses, shops and resorts throughout Italy and abroad. It is 
an organized team that works with qualified professionals: 
light designers, landscape designers and skilled craftsmen. It 
is now working on a new residential building with luxury 
case study apartments and utilities in Milan downtown, 
villas and apartments worldwide and a new fashion store in 
Soho New York.

As you might notice, the studio is highly skilled on the design 
of new generation sustainable wooden buildings, but also on 
the creating of stunning designs that fit every clients needs. 
But what classifies the Carlo Donati style?

Credits by Carlo Donati

Website - https://www.carlodonati.it/

Address - Viale Monte Grappa, 6, 20124 Milano, Italy

C A R L O  D O N A T I
“We can describe our work as contemporary with deep roots in the past. It 
is expression of personality and culture, with references to the modernist 
architecture and to the golden season of the great masters in Italy with the 
work of Gio Ponti, Achille Castiglioni and Franco Albini with its timeless 
elegance.” – Carlo Donati 
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https://www.carlodonati.it
https://www.essentialhome.eu/inspirations/interiors-decor/discover-carlo-donatis-mid-century-ideas-in-a-brand-new-collection/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
https://www.essentialhome.eu/inspirations/interiors-decor/discover-carlo-donatis-mid-century-ideas-in-a-brand-new-collection/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
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“Every time we create unique spaces in which luxury is not intended as redundancy and excess, 

loud and aggressive, but where it means wellbeing and comfort. A style that always refers to an 

expression of timeless elegance and balance.”

For the studio creator and for his amazing team, the 
sophisticated minimalist approach is always enriched 
by the research of unexpected material solutions and 
chromatic and graphic suggestion that gives identity 
and character making every project unique. Therefore, 
interior projects are always expression of high-quality 
Italian taste and culture, but also a full expression of 
quality, craftsmanship and a strong combination between 
mid-century modern and minimalistic styles!

Every project of Carlo Donati Studio is unique and 
includes an accurate selection of Italian design pieces 
and the production of bespoke furniture on request. The 
use of precious materials of the tradition such as molded 

wood, brass, marble is combined in a balanced dialogue 
with contemporary materials such as Corian, metal 
sheets, resin. The use of such materials can be considered 
almost like a trademark of the studio, but most of all is 
a powerful signature and statement that tells the world 
that in their projects they aren’t afraid of taking risks and 
bringing back the classics!

All in all, Carlo Donati and his Team favor the inspirations 
provided by the Italian Masters and Artisans, bu they also 
favor use of the most precious materials, trends and ideas 
in the entire world on the promise of creating a project, 
an idea or a concept that will promote the luxury sense 
of emotion in our hearts and minds!

https://www.essentialhome.eu/inspirations/interiors-decor/discover-carlo-donatis-mid-century-ideas-in-a-brand-new-collection/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
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In 2003, Emiliano Salci and Britt Moran joined forces and 
invested in their individual experience with the profession 
and study of design, art and fashion, and founded the know 
iconic DIMORESTUDIO, one of the most prestigious design 
studios of the city of Milan. Since that moment, Salci and 
Moran have designed and carried out every project in a 
personal and recognizable way that allowed them to create 
a timeless visual and an emotional pathway that embraces a 
powerful and unique style!

They also have the DIMOREGALLERY which is a home, a 
journey, an experience, a dialogue between past and present. 
Every object selected or created by designers Emiliano Salci 
and Britt Moran has a story and an allure capturing the 
imagination in a way in which only art and design are able, 
and they use the DIMOREGALLERY to showcase the art and 
essence behind all those objects. Each room unveils a different 
emotion (joy, surprise, nostalgia) leading the visitor towards 
the discovery of elusive colors and precious materials, where 
the quest for form reveals the presence of objects and makes 
this journey unique and emotive.

 In all these years of existence, DIMORESTUDIO have built 
a name for mixing a decadent aesthetic of jewelled tones, 
distinctive textiles, vintage furniture, and contemporary 
artwork, and all in a way that without experiencing it for 
yourself, might make you question if it could all really work 
together. They have been responsible for stunning projects 
across the planet, but some of their most exquisite projects 
can be found in Europe and they include the FENDI store 
in Montecarlo, the Leo’s Arts Club in London or the Aesop 
Corso Magenta in Milan!

Credits by Andrea Ferrari (FENDI Project) and Silvia Rivoltella (Potrait)

Website - http://www.dimorestudio.eu/

Address - Via Solferino 11, Milan, Italy

D I M O R E  S T U D I O
DIMORESTUDIO interprets memories and creates dreams. DIMORESTUDIO 
crosses the boundaries between art and design, fashion and architecture.
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Founded by the young talented interior designer Rachele, 
this design studio is becoming one of the most renowned 
design studios in Italy. From mid-century modern interiors to 
luxury living areas, this design studio can create the project 
of your dreams respecting your favorite design style and (of 
course) personality. 

Architect and Creative Director of DOME Milano Interior, Rachele 
is involved in all of the project’s stages, from the research to the 
completion of the design. With a  degree in Architecture with Mario 
Botta in Switzerland and an Interior Design Master in Paris, the 
renowned Italian designer is becoming one of the most renowned 
experts in the design and architecture sector. Rachele personally 
takes care of every project, combining constant research work all 
over the world together with a well-defined interior design vision.

DOME Milano Interior is made by people and ideas, so their 
design team is composed of talented architects and interior 
designers always updated on the latest trends, who are able 
to combine experience and technique to the style of every 
single setting. Their attention to the details is concealed in 
all their design projects and it is conveyed to you by shaping 
contemporary furnishing by means of their incredible creativity. 

The renowned Italian design studio looks at every project as 
a new opportunity to showcase their iconic mix of different 
design styles.  Their secret to success relies on a tailor-made 
furnishing project that mixes creativity with customer needs 
and it is made of products of important brands together with 
unique handcrafted pieces. Freshness, experience, and expertise 
are our key points to lead you through every single detail.

Besides their bespoke interior design projects, this Italian 
design studio also designs their own custom furniture designs 
always made with creativity, technique and (of course) 
research. Every piece of furniture and product is designed to 
give different sensations through different kinds of material 
and shapes. Their attention to detail gives you the opportunity 
to furnish your spaces according to your needs.

Credits by Dome Milano/ SAG 80

Website - https://www.domemilano.com/en/

Address - Via S. Marco, 1, 20121 Milan, Italy

D O M E  M I L A N O
“The renowned Italian design studio looks at every project as a new opportunity 
to showcase their iconic mix of different design styles.”
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https://www.domemilano.com/en/
https://delightfull.eu/inspirations/2020/03/04/dome-milano-interior-italian-luxury-home-in-vienna/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
https://www.kidsbedroomideas.eu/kindergarten-hibinosekkei-youji-shiro-kids-design-labo/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=circu-kidsdesigners&utm_campaign=topID
https://delightfull.eu/en/heritage/suspension/galliano-pendant?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=delightfull-topmidcenturyid&utm_campaign=product
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Enjoy Home, an architectural and interior design studio based 
in Moscow, is one of the most recognisable in the Russian 
market. Primarily due to the integral and unique history, clear 
marketing positioning and constant work on self-improvement. 
But most of all it is known thanks to an accurate and original 
design style of its founder – Nadya Zotova

Interior designer Nadya Zotova finished the British Higher 
School of Design, had her internship at Sotheby’s School in 
New York. She is a popular author in various Russian design 
magazines and blogs about décor. Nadya Zotova is an expert 
in decorating and master in mixing colors of space. She has 
excellent taste, combining its interiors different stylistic 
directions and historical periods.

Enjoy Home is a team of 12 young design lovers who chose to 
work with different directions, combine different motives and 
find unconventional and beautiful solutions. Design is their 
passion, a way of life, and therefore each new project brings 
new inspirational ideas and concepts.

In a continuous search of the people, places and objects that 
inspire, Enjoy Home team organized creative design-trips. 
This unique design travel project helps Russian designers to 
find out, what is important in the design world, where to buy 
a piece of art and how to bring into the interior that same 
dream dresser from a flea market in Paris. Enjoy Home also 
managing studio and carpentry workshop, where they create 
handmade furniture.

Credits by Nadya Zotova

Website - https://www.enjoyhome.ru/

Address - Moscow, Denisovsky Lane, Building 23, Building 1
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“Nadya Zotova is an expert in decorating and master in mixing colors of space. 
She has excellent taste, combining its interiors different stylistic directions and 
historical periods.” – Nadya Zotova

https://www.enjoyhome.ru/
https://www.essentialhome.eu/blog/enjoy-home-tour-best-russian-interior-design/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
https://www.essentialhome.eu/blog/enjoy-home-tour-best-russian-interior-design/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
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Known for creating a perfect balance between classic and 
contemporary, Eric Kuster is a successful Dutch interior designer 
with International and European acclaim who dedicates his 
work to metropolitan luxury and mid-century luxury!

Eric Custer’s ability to strike the perfect balance between 
classical and modern has won him a place on the list of top 
international interior designers. He began his career in 1989 
as the Creative and Commercial Director at Chivasso, the 
Dutch textile manufacturer. His perfect feel for color and 
natural tones was quickly spotted by other style connoisseurs, 
and this enabled him quite soon to open his first shop in the 
fashionable town of Laren on Holland’s ‘Gold Coast’.

Since then, his collections of fabrics, furniture and interiors 
are to be found not only in Holland but also in the Middle 
East, Africa, Asia and particularly around the Mediterranean. 
Other than his luxurious residential projects, Eric Kuster 
is renowned all over the world for his hotel projects, yacht 
interior designs and the astonishingly famous commercial 
projects, such as the Amsterdam club Jimmy Woo’s and 
Barcelona’s Camp Nou Stadium. 

Having grown so fast, the Eric Kuster brand not only deals 
with huge interior design projects, but he is also capable of 
captivating every client’s attention with his tendency to take 
care of every single aspect, thus envisioning an entire world 
in which every glamorous component has a specific stylish 
purpose. All of his projects express his feeling for ‘Metropolitan 
Luxury’ – a fitting title for his iconic brand which encompasses 
glamour, comfort and sophistication. 

Building a brand is not an easy feat, but Dutch interior 
designer Eric Kuster managed to always provide to the world 
the best his design creativity can muster, with his captivating 
Metropolitan and Mid-Century luxury style. Today, the Eric 
Kuster name is known worldwide and he is clearly one of the 
best interior designers of the planet!

Credits by Eric Kuster

Website - https://erickuster.com/

Address - Sparrenlaan 11, 1272RN Huizen, The Netherlands

E R I C  K U S T E R
Details and accessories, furniture and additions, everything needs to pass 
under his supervision, replying to a high standard of craftsmanship: the quality 
and durability of a project are very close to his hearth and a fundamental 
prerequisite under his standards.
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https://delightfull.eu/en/heritage/wall/coltrane?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=delightfull-topmidcenturyid&utm_campaign=product
https://www.delightfull.eu/blog/2020/02/27/eric-kuster-creates-the-most-luxurious-yacht-designs-find-out-more/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
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If there’s a firm that needs no introduction, that’s HBA. The 
North American company has one of the strongest presences 
in worldwide interior design. Its knowledge, innovation, and 
influence put it in the highest standard in the industry. Leading 
the hotel design industry since 1965, HBA remains keenly 
attuned to the pulse of changing industry trends governed by 
today ’s sophisticated traveler.

The partnership of Howard Hirsch and Michael Bedner began 
when Howard hired Michael as an entry-level blueprint drafter. 
They soon founded the company in 1965, becoming one of the 
first companies to market themselves as a hospitality design 
firm. Initially focusing their work on projects local to the 
United States, HBA began work on the Beverly Rodeo Hotel in 
Beverly Hills and Chez Voltaire, a restaurant in Florida. Over 
time, HBA expanded its work internationally, establishing an 
office in Hong Kong and later an office in London. Currently, 
with more than 1,600 designers around the globe in 21 offices 
and a recent expansion in several locations in Asia, HBA is a 
true global company with more than 85% of its employees 
now outside the United States.

The company’s international presence, depth of experience, and 
detailed industry knowledge enables them to identify interior 
design trends at their source, make definitive predictions 
about new directions and innovations, and influence design 
standards at a global level. HBA’s ultimate objective is to add 
value, raise standards and enhance the brand of a project ’s 
owner and operator.

HBA creates the signature looks of today’s luxury brands, 
independent contemporary boutique hotels, urban resorts 
spas, world-class residences, restaurants, and casinos. From 
continent to continent, each HBA interior is the result of a 
unique and sensitive response to location, architecture, and 
client vision. HBA’s international presence, combined with 
its extensive knowledge of the interior design industry, has 
facilitated the ability to rewrite the language of design with 
each new project.

Credits by HBA

Website - https://www.hba.com/

Address - 3216 Nebraska Avenue Santa Monica, CA 90404, USA

H B A
HBA creates the signature looks of today’s luxury brands, independent 
contemporary boutique hotels, urban resorts spas, world-class residences, 
restaurants, and casinos.
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https://www.hba.com/
https://www.essentialhome.eu/inspirations/trends/interior-designers/hba-feel-inspired-incredible-interior-design-firm/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
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Jaime Beriestain Studio is an award-winning interior 
design and landscape architecture firm based in Madrid 
and Barcelona. Founded by Jaime Beriestain in 2002, it 
has completed prestigious projects of different sizes and 
complexities throughout Europe, Africa, and America.

The Studio’s approach is to research the specific nature 
of each project and tailor a design response to meet the 
aspirations of the individual client, the characteristics of the 
site and the detailed requirements of future occupants. In 
his projects, whether for luxury hotels or private residences, 
he likes to combine. The client must always have enough 
options to choose from within what he suggests.

Since childhood, Jaime Beriestain has been very observant 
and curious about everything that happens around him. 
For that reason, inspiration can come to him through 
everything. For Jaime Beriestain, seeing a happy customer 
for the work done is probably the greatest reward he can 
have as a designer.

Jaime Beriestain Studio has a diverse portfolio of an 
outstanding luxury hotel, private residential, restaurant, 
and retail projects. His clients include leading hotel chains 
such as Hyatt Regency, Marriott, Waldorf Astoria, and 
Hilton. They are recently working on some new projects 
like the Almanac hotel in the Ringstrasse of Vienna, a Room 
Mate Hotel in Rome, a seafront hotel in Marbella, a Resort 
in the Caribbean, 3 luxury residential buildings on the coast 
Malaga with the architect Carlos Lamela and private homes 
in France, Spain, Chile and Switzerland.

Jaime Beriestain doesn’t like to talk about trends or 
fashions. He has always made sure that his design does 
not consist in hunting the trend from one year to the 
next. He always tries to keep certain materials and details 
of his style that he captures in each order in one way or 
another. For him, in design, we must be able to make a 
durable and quality product. Regarding craftsmanship, 

Credits by Jaime Beriestain

Website - https://beriestain.com/

Address - Pau Claris 172, pral. 08037 Barcelona, Spain

J A I M E  B E R I E S T A I N
“My Studio is lucky to be able to choose your projects. This is because I like to give 
myself in each project in body and soul. From the first meeting to the last one in 
which we delivered the project. Earning customer trust through daily work is the 
most important thing. For me, it is essential that my client repeats in a different 
project with my Studio.” – Jaime Beriestain
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Spain is a country with a long artisan tradition. In my projects, I try to always be very present the 

crafts of the country in which the hotel is located. 

Beriestain says “Today, unfortunately, we are losing 
many workshops and artisans who have managed to 
transmit their knowledge, technique, and skills from 
generation to generation until today. It is a true 
heritage that we should be aware of and commit to 
protect and disseminate. I know many artisans from 
northern Spain, in Ezcaray, in León, etc. I collaborate 
with many of them.”

Jaime’s designs include a wide variety of objects: lamps, 
chairs, rugs, sunglasses, sandals etc., and even his own 
recipes. He continues to work tirelessly, following his 
passion for high-quality design and a job well done.

Jaime Beriestain Studio is versatile enough to know 
how to adapt and give accurate answers to the needs 
and demands of each type of client they have. For 
them, there is an essential element for the success of 
any project and that is not achieved in a meeting or 
two, that element is trust.

https://www.livingroomideas.eu/jaime-beriestains-stunning-living-room-designs-are-to-die-for/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
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The essence of a Jeffery Beers International’s design is the 
relationship between precision and sensuality, discipline and 
spontaneity. Their contribution to the world of design is an 
aesthetic of “emotional modernism” be it a Daniel Boulud 
restaurant, the lobby of the Atlantis Sanya hotel, or a jazz 
club for Costa Cruises.  Their methodology is to harmonize 
technical knowledge with a skillful use of elegant materials. 
The resulting spaces are theatrical and glamorous while also 
remaining comfortable and inviting.

An architect, an interior designer and an artisan, their founder 
Jeffery Beers is a true original. While studying architecture 
at RISD he simultaneously learned glassblowing from Dale 
Chihuly. A Fulbright scholarship brought him to Brazil where 
he studied with the legendary Oscar Niemeyer. These masters 
taught him to balance rigor with the fluidity of form. He then 
joined I.M. Pei & Partners where his fascination with social 
interaction and architectural space, especially in hotels and 
restaurants, began.

In 1986 Beers founded Jeffery Beers International based 
on a style that synthesizes two legendary lineages: the 
timelessness of high modernism and the warmth of artisanal 
craft.   Today, their designs adhere to the classical architectural 
principles of proportion, scale and dimension but they are 
dramatically enhanced by an artistic use of color, materiality 
and light. This balance is what makes their work distinctive. 
Nearing their 35th anniversary, their interior architecture and 
design portfolio has expanded beyond hospitality to include 
residential towers, corporate offices, cruise ships, and home 
décor collaborations, and they continue to win multiple 
awards as well as high-profile global commissions.

Credits by Jeffrey Beers International - Page 45 Capiz Lounge, Bar in Boston, Page 46 One 

Hundred Barclay, Page 47 project One West End

Website - http://jeffreybeers.com/

Address - 156 5th Ave #2, New York, NY 10010, United States of America

J E F F R E Y  B E E R S 

I N T E R N A T I O N A L 
“Emotional modernism – where the timelessness of high Modernism meets the 
warmth of artisanal craft – is the dialogue that defines the ethos of Jeffrey Beers 
International, where we bring architecture and artistry together.” – Architect 
Jeffrey Beers, Founder and President 
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Jonathan Adler is one of the Top Interior and Product Designers 
of New York. His inspirations have come from a variety of 
sources, but his main source of design inspiration is mid-century 
modern, contemporary art and global pop culture! 

Also a pottery artist, Jonathan Adler is best known for his 
“happy” interior designs and line of home furnishings. He owns 
a design company that’s dedicated to bringing “grooviness to 
your home” with pottery, furniture, rugs, stationary and other 
materials. In the past years, Adler has created lavish interiors 
for venues including the Parker Palm Springs Hotel and Planet 
Hollywood Las Vegas. Adler has also designed for fashion 
house 7 For All Mankind.

After growing up in Bridgeton, New Jersey, Adler studied 
semiotics and art history at Brown University, as well as 
ceramics at the Rhode Island School of Design. In September 
2008, he married his partner of 14 years, Simon Doonan, in 
California. Doonan and Adler live in New York City with 
their Norwich Terrier, Liberace. After a promising start, Adler 
is now a respected designer and has 26 stores worldwide, an 
e-commerce site, and a wholesale business with over 1,000 
locations worldwide. In addition to ceramic design, Jonathan 
Adler Enterprises has expanded to become a design brand 
offering decorative objects, tabletop collections, bedding, bath 
accessories, gifts, candles, furniture, rugs, pillows, lighting, 
and most recently handbags.

In addition to designing furniture and product, Adler has 
collaborated with other brands. In 2004, Adler redesigned the 
Parker Palm Springs hotel. In 2009, Mattel asked him to design 
the modern-glam interiors for the “real” Barbie Dream House 
as part of Barbie’s 50th anniversary. Adler is also an author. Till 
this day he wrote three books that are still best-sellers. 

Credits by Jonathan Adler

Website - https://www.jonathanadler.com/

J O N A T H A N  A D L E R 
“A chic home makes you happy and a happy home makes you chic!”  Jonathan Adler
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Kelly Hoppen MBE is a world-renowned British designer who has 
pioneered a simple yet opulent style that has permeated interior 
design at every level. In fact, one of the best things regarding 
Kelly Hoppen and her studio, Kelly Hoppen’s interiors, is the 
combination of practicality and luxury, resulting in a bespoke 
design that emphasizes the atmosphere.  

Kelly’s ever-evolving style is underpinned by a subtly coordinated 
fusion of East meets West (Title of one of her famous Books); 
clean lines and neutral tones, blended with charming warmth 
and sumptuous opulence. Considered one of the most successful 
and talented designers currently in business, Kelly Hoppen MBE  
already gave several proofs of her creativity and passion for the 
design industry. In fact she already won multiple awards for her 
unique taste when it comes to luxury design. 

Currently enjoying the prime of her esteemed career, Kelly 
Hoppen MBE is also a best selling author with several design 
books published. To transmit her talent, Kelly Hoppen MBE also 
decided to open a design school named Kelly Hoppen Design 
School,  where she shares her extensive knowledge helping young 
entrepreneurs achieve their dream.  

As well as designing apartments, houses and yachts for an ev-
er-expanding international private client list, Kelly Hoppen 
also undertakes commercial design projects including hotels,            
restaurants, office spaces and aircraft interiors. Her extensive 
portfolio is proof of her incredible talent and a showcase of her 
abilities that can also be extended to the talented team that works 
with her in her incredible London design studio.  

From classic contemporary clean lines to avangard designs with 
an ever present sense of  high luxury, Kelly Hoppen’s projects 
represent an incredible line of quality design that fully  showcases 
this top designer creativity and incredible sense of space and 
know-how, within this complex industry.  

Credits by Kelly Hoppen

Website - https://kellyhoppeninteriors.com/

Address - 3 Vencourt Place London W6 9NU, UK

K E L L Y  H O P P E N
“With over 40 years of experience at the forefront of the design industry, Kelly 
Hoppen is one of the most celebrated and sought after interior designers in the 
world.” - Kelly Hoppen Team
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Her work showcases versatility and a powerful sense of 
eclecticism that provides any client a vast array of options. 
And it’s this amazing design versatility and balanced 
signature that mostly speaks to the hundreds of high-end 
clients that seek the services of Kelly Hoppen Interiors               
every year. After conquering the design industry, Kelly 
Hoppen MBE  also ventured herself in the production and 
creation of furniture by launching the Kelly Hoppen Brand 
that produces furniture and home accessories with that 
characteristic “Kelly Hoppen Look”.  

“For many years, I’ve dreamed of designing my own range 
of wonderful products for the home to maximize that 

“Kelly’s portfolio boasts a diverse selection of projects spanning the last four decades.” - Kelly 

Hoppen’s Team

feeling of contentment. Finally, I’ve done it and I’m so 
excited to share it with you, the culmination of my years 
of experience and of knowing what works well. I hope you 
agree that the first collection of beautiful luxury products 
and helpful advice will inspire you, and give you the 
confidence to create the home of your dreams. You don’t 
need to copy my style, I just want to show you what works 
and then encourage you to create your own vision” - Kelly 
Hoppen regarding her Home Collection. As an author, 
designer, teacher and overall influencer, Kelly Hoppen MBE  
managed to grow an grandiose and impressive business and 
status that transformed her in one of the most sought out 
interior designers on the planet.  

https://delightfull.eu/inspirations/2015/08/21/kelly-hoppen-interiors-most-iconic-projects/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
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From modern architecture projects, general planning and 
heritage protection, to bespoke interior design creations, 
consulting and styling, Landau+kindelbacher does it all, and 
that’s why they are one of the most impressive, prolific and 
powerful design studios of Germany!

For the past years, this amazing architecture and design studio 
has won multiple design awards thanks to their high-quality 
services. And Landau+kindelbacher has a long story in the 
design industry, after all this studio was founded in 1994 by 
Gerhard Landau and Ludwig Kindelbacher and successfully 
turned into a private limited company in 2009. 

With a strong and highly professional multidisciplinary team, 
Landau+kindelbacher have been implementing ambitious 
building and interior design projects and producing stunning 
interiors that range from a more mid-century approach to a 
more contemporary look!

For Landau+kindelbacher leaders and their team, “every 
project lives from personal style to which we give quality 
of form so that it results in a sensual overall experience. For 
what makes architecture unique is the sum of many small, 
carefully planned details. We create living environments 
that equally satisfy the customer’s personality and our high 
standards of quality.”

When we observe this studio projects we are immediately 
drawn to their premium quality! This is achieved on the 
one hand by pioneering architecture, and on the other by 
the appreciation of beauty and tradition. In the course 
of time, Landau+kindelbacher have developed a sense of 
quality that is based on sustainable, durable materials and 
efficient technologies. 

Landau+kindelbacher main strength lies in viewing architecture 
and interior design holistically and in planning across all 
disciplines. Both subject areas must be complementary in 
design, technique and quality, even if the planning task applies 
to one side only.
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Y L A N D A U + K I N D E R B A C H E R
“Every room has its own identity, its individual character. To make this visible, 
one needs special qualifications, an in-depth knowledge of materials and 
workmanship at the highest level of craftsmanship – plus flair and a sure 
instinct.” – Landau+Kinderbacher

Credits by Landau+Kinderbacher

Website - https://www.landaukindelbacher.de/

Address - Thierschstraße 17, 80538 München, Germany

https://www.landaukindelbacher.de/
https://www.essentialhome.eu/inspirations/interiors-decor/see-why-landau-kindelbacher-is-one-of-germanys-best-interior-designers/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
https://www.essentialhome.eu/inspirations/interiors-decor/see-why-landau-kindelbacher-is-one-of-germanys-best-interior-designers/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
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Landau+kindelbacher focus is not on individual details but rather on masterly handling and the 

unexpected combination of materials and surfaces. 

For this studio, timelessness, innovation and the ideal 
setting are the foreground of any of their projects! And 
by creating stunning projects they promote in their 
clients an impressive and surprising spatial impact 
that is masterfully accentuated by the use of light, 
craftsmanship and an overall design set filled with 
creativity. For this studio, “interior design is more than 
just furnishings (...) is the presentation and arrangement 
of space as a well thought out choreography of material 
usage, surface qualities and perfection of implementation 
– irrespective of styles and current fashion trends.” What 
we can take from this approach and design mission is that  

Landau+kindelbacher focus is not on individual details 
but rather on masterly handling and the unexpected 
combination of materials and surfaces. 

With amazing projects in Germany but also all over the 
world, Landau+kindelbacher is definitely a name to 
watch regardless of the style you are looking for or the 
approach you want to input in your project!

https://www.essentialhome.eu/inspirations/interiors-decor/see-why-landau-kindelbacher-is-one-of-germanys-best-interior-designers/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
https://www.essentialhome.eu/inspirations/interiors-decor/see-why-landau-kindelbacher-is-one-of-germanys-best-interior-designers/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
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Meet Katerina Lashmanova, one of Russia’s top interior designers 
today! This young and massively talented interior designer 
features an amazing professional journey throughout her 
years within this industry. With a breathtaking and extremely 
luxurious style, she establishes the most incredible interiors, 
that are able to impress every interior design aficionado. 

Russia is the heart of some of the most incredible interior 
designers in the world, that are able to present the most 
exquisite projects. In between this Russian talented group, 
we can find the talented Katerina Lashmanova. This young 
interior designer has proven, time after time, that the concept 
of luxury is very well established within every one of her 
projects. Her portfolio presents stunning settings that share 
the ultimate luxurious and bespoke pieces you’ll ever find.

Interior design is her passion, as you can see through her many 
ostentatious projects, and the truth is that she does it due for 
her great love to her clients. The interaction she shares with her 
clients and potential costumers is what drives her to deliver the 
most stunning projects of all time. The thought of making her 
costumers’ dreams come true is definitely what she loves about 
her work. “Interaction with people, Embody the dreams of my 
customers”! With the completion of all her projects, she’s able 
to bring to life the dreams and eccentricities of her clients.

 Through her professional career, she has certainly has gone 
through some ups and downs, but she perfectly states that 
“there are no difficulties if you do not think so! This is just 
a life process of gaining different experiences”! So, while 
concentrating on bringing her design identity mixed with her 
client’s taste, she thinks that there are no obstacles that she 
can’t overcome. She faces every stepping stone as just one 
of many different experiences, that she’s more than open in 
embracing, in order to grow with the experience.

With every project, she gives 100% of her commitment, 
which perfectly reflects on every setting she establishes. The 
unique interiors the Russian designer creates are known for 
their elegance, luxury, and high attention to detail. Each one is 

Credits by Katerina Lashmanova

Website - http://www.lashmanova.ru/en/
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D E S I G N  L L C
“There are no difficulties if you do not think so! This is just a life process of gaining 
different experiences.” – Katerina Lashmanova

http://www.lashmanova.ru/en/
https://www.delightfull.eu/blog/2018/04/11/from-russia-with-love-interior-design-projects-katerina-lashmanova/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
https://www.delightfull.eu/blog/2018/04/11/from-russia-with-love-interior-design-projects-katerina-lashmanova/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
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The perfect design? A design that has no boundaries, a design that unites all people on the planet 

and that makes life on earth more beautiful, that takes care of preserving resources and life on earth!

adapted to the personality and taste of each of her clients 
and the result is always magical. Her “goal is always the 
same, to make the world around you more beautiful and 
harmonious”! With that in mind, she focuses on what 
makes her feel fulfilled professionally, her “costumers 
and admirers of my work”, with whom she shares an 
amazing “friendly relationship”. So, she makes sure to 
preserve every relationship in a personalized manner, 
with a specific type of client. As she specifically describes, 
her clients are within a “high middle class and higher! 
These are businessmen and officials.”

Being a very influential figure in the Russian interior 
design scene, Katerina Lashmanova has taken part in 
many interior design projects and has an impressive 
portfolio to show for it. Right now, the interior designer 
is in the middle of “10 different projects! They are all 
different, it gives the opportunity to perform a variety of 
fantasies and desires”! Nonetheless, she aims to focus on 
settings that feature a unique and stunning look, always 
on the bold and luxurious concept. When it comes to the 
discussion of trends, she firmly affirms that “there are 
many trends everyone can choose what is closer! Having 
the ability to make this choice yourself is important! It 
is necessary to make a choice in the direction of what 
is needed at a specific moment, it depends on many 
external conditions, such as volume, budget, time, 
personal needs”.

The Russian interior designer believes that the Portuguese 
companies are definitely leading the way into the 
craftsmanship industry, due to their artistic and heritage 
concept. As far as the future goes into the design industry, 
she definitely thinks that technology is the only way to 
move forward. “I think high technology is, above all, smart 
things that can be programmed, change the color, shape, 
design. Affordable! Biomorphic forms and ecological 
design and materials! A design that has no boundaries, a 
design that unites all people on the planet and that makes 
life on earth more beautiful, that takes care of preserving 
resources and life on earth”!

 The interior design world is a much competitive area, 
especially with its divide on so many markets, but it’s 
obvious that the Russian interior design has won a 
major prestigious status, with the contribution of this 
young and talented designer. The boldness, uniqueness, 
and eccentricity of this designer, is something to look 
forward to, thanks to Katerina Lashmanova’s designs.

https://www.delightfull.eu/blog/2018/04/11/from-russia-with-love-interior-design-projects-katerina-lashmanova/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
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Marcel Wanders is one of the leading product and interior 
designers of the world with thousands of iconic projects under 
his name. After working with numerous luxury brands like 
Baccarat and Louis Vuitton, Marcel Wanders’ most recent col-
laborative project is with Barovier & Toso, announced during 
the latest edition of Salone del Mobile.

Marcel Wanders is quite a versatile designer, with projects 
ranging from architecture, interior or industrial design. With 
several exquisite Hospitality and Residential Projects all around 
the world, Wanders stands out as a renown designer known for 
mixing color, art, passion, craftsmanship and glass designs. 

His modern approach reflects his extravagant style that boosts 
creative approaches and luxury designs in all of his works! 
That’s why that according to the designer itself, the best thing 
about his work is being able to do something unique and new 
every day. 

When asked about what makes him happy, the designer 
compared the design process to a puzzle, where you have all 
the pieces and you have to make them fit whilst finding the 
beauty in it. However, his favorite part of the process are the 
difficulties and obstacles you may find along the way, saying 
that fixing those issues makes him “eternally happy”.

Marcel Wanders and Barovier & Toso have been working 
together for the past seven years, creating one-of-a-kind, 
eccentric pieces like rotating chandeliers or glass puppets. But 
Wanders felt they should create something incredible that 
went beyond the idea of a simple lamp, thus creating the 
‘Adonis’ chandelier.

The designer saw his creation for the first time at Salone 
del Mobile 2019 and was blown away. ‘Adonis’ is a modular 
chandelier, with several shapes and sizes, as well as different 
materials and decorations. “We are really looking forward to 
develop this chandelier to be an eternal icon for the world”, 
said the designer.

Credits by Marcel Wanders

Website - https://www.marcelwanders.com/

Address - Nieuwe Herengracht 119, 1011 SB Amsterdam, The Netherlands

M A R C E L  W A N D E R S
“I am a proud designer, and as interior designers we are lucky we can do the 
things we love every day” – Marcel Wanders
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Based in New York City, MARKZEFF is an international, 
full-service design-consulting firm. Following its philosophy of 
natural fusion, MARKZEFF blends interior and environmental 
design and brand development to create experiences that 
inspire and stimulate the senses.
 
The leader of this amazing design studio is the very creative 
Mark Zeff, one of the most exciting design minds of New 
York that is known form approaching each project with 
a holistic design methodology that embodies its natural 
fusion philosophy.  He began his career in the United 
States working with private clients throughout the world 
including Hilary Swank and Gabriel Bryne among others. 
And it was this amazing and passionate experience that led 
him to create the now globally known MARKZEFF Design 
and Architectural Studio!
 
From luxury yachts to the development of global brands and 
revolutionary hospitality ventures, MARKZEFF has a vast 
range of projects in it’s powerful portfolio!  With innovation 
as its bedrock and with a strong leadership by Mark Zeff 
behind it, this amazing studio delivers cutting edge design 
with an eye for elegance and style. In fact, over the last 25 
years, MARKZEFF has evolved from a residential design firm 
into one of the nation’s leading multi-disciplinary boutique 
design agencies.
 
The very own Mark Zeff believes the attention to detail 
given to its private residential clients is essential to its success 
and is a characteristic the firm has maintained through its 
evolution. His passion for design, luxury and good taste has 
allowed him to become a household name of design, but 
most of all it allowed his amazing design studio to be at the 
top of the industry!

Credits by Mark Zeff

Website - https://markzeff.com/

Address - 20 John Street, Brooklyn, NY 11201, United States of America

M A R K  Z E F F
“Mark Zeff’s passion for design, luxury and good taste has allowed him to become 
a household name of design, but most of all it allowed his amazing design studio 
to be at the top of the industry!”
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Matteo Nunziati is a good example of a person who’s had it 
in him for the arts since the beginning. Born in Bologna in 
1972 he’s currently regarded as one of the most influential 
designers and architects with Italian origins that the two 
industries have ever seen. 

Nunziati is proud of telling the story of how he dreamed 
of becoming a top designer: “When I was a boy during high 
school, my teachers got angry because I was drawing during 
class hours. For me, drawing has always been a passion and 
a pleasure. For this reason I consider my work to be the 
most extraordinary, because I do what I like and someone 
pays me to do it!

It was with this very same mindset that Matteo Nunziati 
decided that architecture and design were the future for 
his career. He began giving his first steps into the industry 
when he opened his own interior design studio in Milan 
all the way back in 2000. Alike many of Italy’s top interior 
designers and architects, Nunziati is the perfect example of 
a person who definitely manages to transpire the best of 
the Italian style into his projects, by providing his clients 
with the best luxury furniture and finishes with the Made 
in Italy mark well present. 

Matteo Nunziati, aside from having potential partnerships 
with top luxury furniture brands such as Molteni & C., 
Poliform, Lema, Flou, B&B Italia, Poltrona Frau, Giorgetti, 
Flexform, Minotti, among many other top-players, he’s been 
handling a variety of establishments such as Luxury hotels, 
Residences, Wellness Centers, and Spas. Amongst one of the 
main highlights of his career, it’s important to mention his 
work on the take on the Trump Towers which earned him 
many compliments from the current President of the United 
States himself.

When it comes to present projects Nunziati is currently 
busy with the design of  the Trump Towers in New Delhi 
and Kolkata in India, The Oryx Tower by Qatar Airways 

Credits by Matteo Nunziati

Website - http://www.matteonunziati.com/

Address - Via Varesina 162, 20156 Milano, Italy

M A T T E O  N U N Z I A T I
“I hope that the future of design will always be greater awareness and 
responsibility of all of us designers to look for real beauty in our products.” – 
Matteo Nunziatti
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Although I believe that dissatisfaction is fundamental for an artist, I sometimes stop and looking 

back and I am deeply grateful for what I received. I come from a simple family from a small town 

in the Italian province and now I travel around the world to realize extraordinary projects and I 

have among my clients the President of the United States of America. I receive extraordinary gifts!

in Doha, Aston Martin Residences in Miami, the 
renovation of the suites at the Four Seasons Hotel 
London at Park Lane, the renewal of the Trump 
National Spa in Doral, Miami, as well as other relevant 
projects within three villas in Oman, one villa in 
Singapore and one in Dubai. Regarding the design 
product the designer has revealed that he’s preparing 
new products for Molteni & C, Lema, Fiam, Rubelli 
Casa and other top bespoke brand names. Despite 
the fact that these are very different projects in more 
than one design are, Matteo Nunziati revealed to us 
the general take he usually gives to these projects. 

They are all different projects. In general, I can say that 
I am looking for the soul of the project. I find this soul 
in the tradition and the emotion transmitted from the 

place where it is built. In the product, I find it in the 
history of the company and in its specific ability to 
create a piece of design.

The conversation with the Italian designer was long 
and productive, however, when it came to pointing to 
what he believed would be the main focus of the design 
world in the future, Nunziati gave a hopeful reflection 
regarding the impact he hopes interior design will still 
continue to make worldwide.

https://www.delightfull.eu/blog/2019/09/24/italian-designer-matteo-nunziati/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
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Michael Malapert is the French-based genius behind the interior 
design firm, Maison Malapert. He’s responsible for the creation 
of amazing and unique places, filled with bespoke and luxurious 
furniture. Constantly inspired by all things related to design, 
he looks to create more than a simple setting but also to evoke 
a sensorial experience. Michael Malapert is the designer behind 
Maison Malapert, a top interior design firm that features 
amazing interior projects, that are both unique and luxurious. 
His ability for design, makes him perceive behind the normal 
standards of each concept. What may not be considered a part 
of the design, Michael is able to transform it and make it not 
only possible, but also exceptionally beautiful.

Some of his projects sit on hospitality ones, where luxury and 
sophistication are an absolute necessity. That means that he 
looks for extraordinary pieces, that stand out in large spaces 
such as the ones on hotels, restaurants, and bars. 

He has a calling when it comes to choosing the perfect piece to 
place amongst so many others. The secret between the perfect 
lighting, accessorizing and upholstery? His bold furniture 
choices show that the designer is not afraid to take risks, because 
the final result is perfect.

His journey was filled with experiences! He graduated from 
the Saint-Etienne School of Art and Design and then joined 
Philippe Starck’s teams. After, he took on large-scale projects in 
Shanghai, Bangkok, London, and Marrakech. In 2007 he decided 
to return to Paris, the city he loves to create his own studio of 
design and interior architecture. Michael Malapert continues to 
perfectly develop the most eccentric and special interior projects 
that deserve the attention of every design lover.
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S M I C H A E L  M A L A P E R T 
“I am the synthesis of an architect father, perfectly mastering the spaces and 
a homeopath mother concerned with the balances of life.” – Michael Malapert

Credits by Michael Malapert

Website - http://www.maisonmalapert.com/

Address -1 Boulevard St Denis, 75003 Paris, France

http://www.maisonmalapert.com/
https://delightfull.eu/en/heritage/wall/galliano?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=delightfull-topmidcenturyid&utm_campaign=product
https://delightfull.eu/en/heritage/wall/brubeck?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=delightfull-topmidcenturyid&utm_campaign=product
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Part of the powerful Obegi Group, Obegi Home is a hallmark 
of Luxury Design in the Middle East and it is  where any client 
will be mesmerized by the edginess of their designs, the luxury 
and elegance of their exclusive collection of brands, and their 
complimentary accessories from around the world.

Obegi Home was established in 1973 within the Obegi Group, 
a multi corporation founded in 1905 by the then young 
entrepreneur Yordan Obegi, a well knwon in the MENA 
Region that made himself known for introducing a chemical 
dyestuff business in the Moutassarrifia of Lebanon, as well as 
Baghdad, Mosul and Southern Anatolia in order to cater for 
the textile and leather industries in the MENA region.

Today the Obegi Group is immense, and Obegi Home is also 
well known. It is, in fact,m a one-stop destination to curve 
out any design aficionado dreams of achieving the perfect 
living space decor in precise details. This studio caters to 
the most refined tastes in home decoration. And their team 
of design professionals are known for creating immersive 
environments; crafting unique concepts for each project for 
a refined lifestyle experience in every detail and producing 
stunning interiors that follow a range from mid-century 
modern to artsy contemporary! 

As stated by their design mission, Obegi creates limitless 
options with a custom approach; always aspiring to exceed 
our customer’s expectations. That’s why they are one of the 
top design studios in the Middle East and a name to be reckon 
with within the interior design industry. 

Credits by Obegi Home

Website - http://obegihome.com/

Address - Dubai Design District, 33330 Dubai, U.A.E.

O B E G I  H O M E
“Our designs do not adhere to any particular style, as every project and space 
is unique. Continually allured with the ever-changing market of products and 
technology, we are particularly adept at using high end materials in original 
and innovative ways. Based in Dubai, Obegi Home is a popular full service 
interior design firm that specializes in luxury residential and commercial 
interiors!”  – Obegi Home
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Meet Robert Couturier, an incredible interior designer that 
stands out for its most amazing projects. The designer made 
history in 1987 when the billionaire financier Sir James 
Goldsmith trusted him with the re-conception, execution, 
and continuous embellishment of Goldsmith’s 20,000-acre 
kingdom on the Pacific Coast of Mexico. 
 
Robert Couturier is a prestigious interior designer that 
impresses through the constant innovation of the interior 
design world. He has already taken over the United States, 
as well as Europe, South America and Russia. His name has 
been included in Architectural Digest’s prestigious annual 
list of the best decorators and architects in the world, 
and he has become synonymous with continental and 
international style. He surrounds himself with constant 
challenges and he’s able to overcome them successfully 
because “there is no time that is less challenging than 
another, challenges are all different and all get overcome 
in different manners. Every morning you wake up hoping 
for no problems and they all come no matter what, always 
in an unexpected way”.
 
His talent for design began in Paris, during his attendance 
at Ecole Camondo, still inspiring on incredible experts such 
as Renzo Mongiardino, Frank Gehry, Charles LeBrun, Serge 
Roche, Robsjohn Gibbings, Robert Mallet-Stevens, Jean 
Michel Frank, and many others. During his learning process, 
he found the love for design, due “to the opportunity to 
know people, and make them happy where they live”. For 
the designer, he realizes that “we are all different and have 
different approaches to life and our surroundings which gives 
us many opportunities to change and be as fresh as possible. 
Every day is a different challenge bringing surprises, joys and 
sadness, disappointments”.
 
Being completely aware that everyone is different, with 
different approaches, Robert Couturier knows that every 
interior project must be completely adequate to the 
architecture, to the clients and to the setting within. To feel 

Credits by Robert Couturier

Website - http://www.robertcouturier.com/

Address - 271 Madison Avenue, Suite 1108, NY 10016, New York, USA

R O B E R T  C O U T U R I E R
“Being completely aware that everyone is different, with different approaches, 
Robert Couturier knows that every interior project must be completely adequate 
to the architecture, to the clients and to the setting within.” – Robert Couturier
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antique fairs, amongst other charitable 
and design-industry events. His work 
has been featured in such publications 
as Architectural Digest, Vogue, Vanity 
Fair, Town and Country, the New York 
Times, Conde Nast Traveler, House and 
Garden, and other honorable mentions.

 

Inspired on the rich interiors in which he 
spent his childhood and youth, Robert 
Couturier commits to creating amazing 
settings, that can function comfortably, 
as well as luxurious, establishing 
amazing and sophisticated ambiances. 
He focuses on creating spaces that share 
the most incredible trends. According 
to the designer “the trend is generally 
to large spaces light and airy; there is 
infinitely less focus on entertaining. 
Creative things are getting simpler more 

“ROBERT COUTURIER 

SETS AN AMAZING 

TONE FOR THE 

ABSOLUTE SENSE OF 

CONNOISSEURSHIP 

AND EXPLORATION 

OF THE TRADITIONAL 

LANDSCAPE.” 

absolutely fulfilled with his work, the 
interior designer must have “happy 
clients... There is nothing more satisfying 
than a family living happily and proudly 
in a place, you have designed”. So, his 
main goal is to guarantee the client’s 
satisfaction at 100%, creating stunning 
settings that are able to impress you at 
its maximum.
 
The best way for every potential 
client to discover his work, according 
to the designer, is definitely “word of 
mouth, not that publications do not 
help but they support the choices a 
client makes rather than determines his 
choice”. Through the traditional and 
effective method of the word of mouth 
marketing technique, he makes sure 
that he achieves his client type which is 
“couples in their forties, men in finance, 
ladies raising children but with leading 
active lifestyles”. So with that audience 
in mind, it’s a certainty that he makes 
his goal to impress cosmopolitan clients, 
which means that he looks for people 
that live in the city. “We are doing city 
apartments and second and third homes 
as well” - it’s a typical event for this 
certain kind of public.
 
The designer has established himself in 
the history of architecture and design 
books, and of course got the opportunity 
to lecture at galleries and arts and 

monochromatic and more textured, 
forms softer and rounder”. 
 
When it comes to artistic/design 
collaborations with other artists, Robert 
Couturier is absolutely certain that he 
gives “full credit to those who design 
objects or furniture for me.
If there is a meaningful collaboration 
we both get credit”. On his creations, 
he takes the opportunity to present his 
design identity, admitting that “quality 
still belongs to French craftsmen, 
there is a tradition of excellence there 
that makes what is produced perfect”. 
The designer also believes that the 
interior design world will be filled 
with “more green products with a 
focus on environmental concerns and 
cruelty-free as well”.
 
Robert Couturier sets an amazing tone 
for the absolute sense of connoisseurship 
and exploration of the traditional 
landscape, because he’s “always working 
on new projects, as well as current 
ones, and finished ones that require 
refreshing”. That is one of the reasons 
why Couturier is one of the best interior 
designers in this competitive world, 
although he “would have loved to have 
had a PHD in literature or history”. 

https://www.homedesignideas.eu/10-classic-home-design-ideas-by-robert-couturier/6/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
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Founded in New York in 1984 by one of the top interior 
designers and architects of the US, David Rockwell, the 
Rockwell Group creates the most extraordinary contract and 
artistic designs all around the world. 

With offices in New York, Madrid and Shanghai, this design 
group specializes in their professional range in a wide array 
of work from luxury hospitality, cultural, and healthcare 
projects, to educational, product, and set design.

Their work is a masterful example of luxury architecture that 
they achieve by crafting a unique and individual narrative 
concept for each interior design project. These are the basis 
of the Rockwell Group‘s signature design approach.  From 
the big picture to the smallest detail, the story informs and 
drives the design approach. That’s why every design project 
designed by them features a unique combination of interactive 
technology, handmade objects, custom fixtures, and furniture 
to create environments that seamlessly integrate technology, 
craftsmanship, and design. 

Some of the greatest projects created by David and his team 
include the stunning interiors of the Nobu Restaurants and 
the W Hotels, the exuberant Mohegan Sun Casino, or the 
pop-tastic scenery for the Broadway musical Hairspray. But 
these are only a few illustrious examples of this studio’s 
amazing work because right now, the Rockwell Group is 
clearly one of the most prolific design studios on the planet 
with top projects in all the major cities of the world!

U
S

A R O C K W E L L  G R O U P
“Our narratives have emerged by pursuing the things we love, and those 
pursuits have intersected in unexpected ways.” –Rockwell Group

Credits by Rockwell Group

Website - https://www.rockwellgroup.com/

Address - 5 Union Square West New York, NY 10003, USA

https://www.rockwellgroup.com/
https://shop.delightfull.eu/wall-lamps/brubeck-wall?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
https://www.essentialhome.eu/inspirations/interiors-decor/design-muse-rockwell-groups-hospitality-projects/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
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Studio 10surdix is a design firm that was created amongst 
the family, in 2013, by Marion, Mathieu, and Guillaume. This 
interior design firm is located right on the heart of Paris, at 10 
rue cassette in the 6th arrondissement. In this address you’ll 
find a stunning showroom, where they invite every design 
lover to discover and fall in love with their universe. 

Family shows always the best version of ourselves, either 
personally or professionally, and this family, in particular, is no 
different. Their talent as a family made them took a step even 
forward, where they created a full-service design firm. They 
also present a showroom that’s filled with original selections, 
for every type of taste.

Their design office is dedicated to architecture and interior 
design, and it shares the main goal: to personally advise every 
client in order to deliver a project that reflects the client’s 
image while taking into consideration their taste and vision. 
It’s through this belief that they stand out from every other 
design company, attention to detail is key!

When it comes to the creation of luxurious settings, they 
leave nothing to chance. They’re able to mix Modern and 
Contemporary styles and Mid-Century and excel both 
contrasts without being distasteful. 

The mixture between styles it’s what really makes them 
thrive in their design profession. By trying new things and 
experimenting, they’re able to achieve amazing results that 
you wouldn’t expect at first hand. 

Their showroom also includes the agency and the design office 
for all interior design projects, but also the place to showcase 
all things design that are a big part of their design identity 
and concept. There, you’ll be able to discover amazing pieces 
of furniture, lighting, accessories, coatings, and many others. 
Studio 10surdix has it all, and they make to guide you through 
every step of the creative process!

Credits by Studio 10surdix

Website - https://www.10surdix.com/

Address - 10 Rue Cassette, 75006 Paris, France

S T U D I O  1 0 S U R D I X
“When it comes to the creation of luxurious settings, they leave nothing to 
chance. They’re able to mix Modern and Contemporary styles and Mid-Century 
and excel both contrasts without being distasteful.” F
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https://www.10surdix.com/
http://essentialhome.eu/products/casegoods/monocles-sideboard?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=piece&utm_content=essentialhome-topmidcenturyid&utm_campaign=product
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Studia-54 is a force to be reckoned with in the interior 
design world, and particularly in the Russian design scene. 
Featuring design projects a bit all over the globe, this amazing 
design studio works to be the best international design and 
architecture studio on the planet. 

Having gathered the best design specialists in a highly skilled 
team, Studia-54 embodies the passion for design and every 
day they are passionate about growing their business culture 
and creating a comfortable environment for every clients life 
and business.

Offering a unique method of working with the customer 
and high-class service, Studia-54 meet the aesthetic needs 
of customers. Their success determines this design studio 
exclusivity, quality of services and a responsible approach to 
the work of the studios entire team of like-minded people who 
share Studia-54 values.

Credits by Studio54

Website - https://www.studia-54.ru/

Address - Liteyny prospect 46, off. 9, Saint-Petersburg, Russia

S T U D I O 5 4
“Studio54 highly specialized interior designers are incredibly careful with 
every small detail and they are known for ultimately delivering staggering 
luxury projects.”
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https://delightfull.eu/en/projects/112?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
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Founded by Arianna Lelli Mami and Chiara Di Pinto in 
2006, Studiopepe is an incredible design agency is focused on 
design and research through the use of a multidisciplinary 
approach, which includes interior design (retail, hotels, private 
commissions), product design and high-quality services of 
creative consulting for top brands (such as Agape, Alessi, 
Baccarat, Baxter, Fendi, Max&Co, among others) or simple 
design lovers. The Milan-based design studio not only creates 
impressive residential designs but also unique commercial 
projects and even their own furniture collections.

Whether it is a unique private residence or a creative interior 
design project for a retail store, Studiopepe’s design projects are 
recognizable by their strong iconographic identity, based upon 
experimenting, continuous research on colors and materials 
and the contamination between the various contemporary 
languages with the intent to provide a solution that is uniquely 
special and respectful of each client’s individuality.

In order to create unique interior design projects, Studiopepe 
signature style is stratified and eclectic, uniting poetic vision 
and rigorous design. Art, installations, the study of formal 
archetypes, experiments with materials and the dialogue 
between opposites are some of the themes explored and 
developed by the Milan-based design studio.

Studiopepe’s founders, Arianna Lelli and Chiara Di Pinto, are 
recognized as some of the most talented designers in the world.  
Passionate about art, she collects “objets trouvés”, Arianna has 
always been fascinated by the ways people live and inhabit 
space, she looks at design from a viewpoint that is free from 
rigid schemes. Recently, she has been working on a personal 
project that unites rediscovered photography with collage. As 
for Chiara, she started collaborating as an interior stylist and 
journalist for many Italian and international magazines and 
due to her artistic path, she has always had a strong interest in 
materials, shapes, and colors. Her approach to design and her 
love of research is distinctive and endless.

Credits - Portrait by Andrea Ferrari / Interior project (right) Jaspal IconSiam, in Bangkok, photo 

by Giuseppe Dinnella 

Website - http://www.studiopepe.info/

Address - Viale Abruzzi, 20, 20131 Milan, Italy

S T U D I O P E P E 
“Whether it is a unique private residence or a creative interior design project 
for a retail store, Studiopepe’s design projects are recognizable by their strong 
iconographic identity.”
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Trip Haenisch is an award-winning interior designer renowned 
for his broad range of styles and for combining refined creativity 
with the unexpected. Trip’s signature design aesthetic consists 
of sophisticated, collected spaces with a laid-back twist that 
embodies quintessential California living.

In all of his amazing projects the end result for Trip Haenisch 
is always the same: inventive and personalized designs that 
ennoble the mind, uplift the spirit and allow for the utmost 
in gracious living. His amazing and powerful design vision 
it’s supported by his popular and amazing design practice - 
Trip Haenisch Associates - that help him fulfill his amazing 
design vision. 

The Los Angeles-based professional has ample success with 
international celebrities, artists, executives — such as actress 
Courteney Cox or hairstylist Chris McMillan — and those who 
simply appreciate the highest standards of design excellence. 
Possessing an extraordinary eye for detail and unwavering 
commitment to style, Trip Haenisch is unique and seek for 
his uncanny ability to articulate his clients’ varied lifestyles 
through personalized designs.

For Haenisch, every design is born from each client’s unique 
needs—including lifestyle, location, and architectural 
surroundings. With this information, he seamlessly translates, 
with an exquisite design sensibility, stylish luxury, and 
craftsmanship, into elegant and, livable spaces.

Trip Haenisch and his design practice have won international 
acclaim and recognition and they have been featured in a bevy 
of major publications including Elle Decor, The New York 
Times, The Wall Street Journal, and Architectural Digest. His 
one of Los Angeles top design minds and his amazing projects 
prove this statement!

Credits by Trip Haenisch & Associates

Website - http://www.triphaenisch.com/

Address - 658 N Crescent Heights Blvd,  90048 Los Angeles, California, United States 

of America

T R I P  H A E N I S C H  & 

A S S O C I A T E S 
“For Trip, every design is born from each client’s unique needs—including lifestyle, 
location and architectural surroundings.” 
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ZZ Architects is a multidisciplinary and multi-award-winning 
design firm led by Principal Architects Krupa Zubin and 
Zubin Zainuddin. ZZA is considered to be among the top 10 
Architectural and Interior Design Firms of India.

ZZ Architects is known for their unique approach to 
architecture and interior design, which is a bespoke and 
very intimate process of discovering each client’s personal 
style. They are constantly learning and interacting with 
other people.

Over the past few years, ZZ Architects has emerged as a 
leading full-service Luxury Architecture, Interior Design, and 
Decor firm based in Mumbai and have been working across key 
cities in the country with clients including leaders in business, 
finance, and industry, as well as society, film, and politics.

ZZA has a widespread portfolio that comprises hospitality, 
interior and master planning projects, among others. The 
work seems to take shape and lead them in new directions. 
Being consistent in quality and true to their design sensibilities 
has been their primary focus. ZZA believes that they need 
to constantly evolve and there will always be milestones to 
cross. Currently, they are excited to be a part of the evolving 
Indian design scene.

Creative and technical staff is grouped in teams that follow 
projects all the way through, from concept to completion. 
Each team is comprised of team leaders and team members 
with expertise in various aspects like project management, 
visualization, design development, etc. For ZZA, working as a 
cohesive team is very important to ensure consistent quality, 
and they believe in passing on the design ethos of the firm. 
The personal interactions with every client ensure that each 
project has its own individual direction.

Credits by ZZ Architets

Website - https://zzarchitects.net/

Address - A-403, Prathmesh Tower: Raghuvanshi Mills Compound - Lower Parel West, 

Mumbai, Maharashtra 400013, India

Z Z  A R C H I T E T S
“We don’t believe in trends because spaces are meant to be timeless and ideally 
should be envisioned for longevity. We have definitely been seeing an increase 
in the use of contemporary art and sculptural-like pieces in projects. These are 
mainly statement pieces that can clearly make a strong impression in any space.” 
– ZZ Architets
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“Quality cannot be categorized and we see a lot of great products being made across the globe. The 

ease of working in India and being able to source globally is of great advantage.  We do source a lot of 

our loose furniture and high-end decorative lights from Europe and do a lot of customization on-site 

as there is access to refined and high-quality workmanship here.”

A team of 60-plus architects and designers strive 
constantly to create projects that stand out because of 
the distinct approach towards design, detail and the 
latest technology. Research is critical to be competitive 
in an ever-evolving international design market. 
Currently, they are working on some very interesting 
private homes. These are large scale bespoke homes 
made especially for the families that they are working 
for. They are also working on some hotels, office spaces 
and high-end retail stores.

Their elite client list includes industrialists, celebrities, 
corporate houses, real estate developers and houses, 
investment bankers, diamond merchants and a lot of 
individual entrepreneurs. They mainly approach them by 
some reference and are probably aware of the work they 
do. They need to collaborate with our clients to make 
each project journey very individual

ZZA believes good design is produced from careful study 
and research, combined with technical knowledge and 
artistic judgment. Attention to detail, proportions, and 
scale, together with common sense, ensure the finished 
product fully develops the potential within the concept.
When asked about the future of design, ZZ Architects 
believes that the design world is crossing borders with 
the art and fashion world. In the future, they see a 
design scene that is multifaceted, constantly looking for 
collaborations and partnerships with artists and that 
loves buying one-off pieces that tell a story.

https://www.essentialhome.eu/inspirations/interiors-decor/architects-unique-approach-luxury-interior-design/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=weblog-midcenturydesigners&utm_campaign=topID
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AB Concept
Website: https://www.abconcept.net/
Address: Unit 1802, K11 Atelier, Victoria Dockside, Tsim Sha 
Tsui, Hong Kong

Adriana Nicolau
Website: https://adriananicolau.es/
Address: Calle de Padilla, 1, 28006 Madrid, Spain

Ananiev Interiors
Website: http://www.ngananiev.ru/

Anemone Wille Våge
Website: http://www.anemone.no/
Address: 58B Bygdoy Allé, Frogner,  0265 Oslo, Norway

Bilkey Llinas Design
Website: http://12.147.30.8/~bilkey/
Address - 601 PGA Boulevard Suite 300, Palm Beach Gar-
dens, FL 33410, United States of America

Campana Brothers
Website: http://campanas.com.br/

Carlo Donati
Website - https://www.carlodonati.it/
Address: Viale Monte Grappa, 6, 20124 Milano, Italy

Dome Milano
Website: https://www.duomomilano.it/
Address: Via S. Marco, 1, 20121 Milano MI, Itália

Dimore Studio
Website: http://www.dimorestudio.eu/
Address: Via Solferino 11, Milan, Italy

Eric Kuster
Website: https://erickuster.com/
Address: Sparrenlaan 11, 1272RN Huizen, The Netherlands

HBA
Website - https://www.hba.com/
Address: 3216 Nebraska Avenue Santa Monica, CA 90404, 
United States of Amerca

Jaime Beriestain Studio
Website: https://beriestain.com/
Address: Carrer de Pau Claris, 172, 08037 Barcelona, Spain

Jeffrey Beers International 
Website: http://jeffreybeers.com/
Address - 156 5th Ave #2, New York, NY 10010, United 
States of America

Jonathan Adler 
Website: https://www.jonathanadler.com/

Kelly Hoppe
Website: https://kellyhoppeninteriors.com/

Landau+Kindelbacher
Website: https://www.landaukindelbacher.de/
Address - Thierschstraße 17, 80538 München, Germany

Marcel Wanders
Website: https://www.marcelwanders.com/
Address: Nieuwe Herengracht 119, 1011 SB Amsterdam, 
The Netherlands

Markzeff
Website: https://markzeff.com/
Address - 20 John Street, Brooklyn, NY 11201, United States 
of America

Matteo Nunziati
Website: http://www.matteonunziati.com/
Address: Via Varesina 162, 20156 Milano, Italy

Michael Malapert 
Website: http://www.maisonmalapert.com/
Address: 1 Boulevard St Denis, 75003 Paris, France

Obegi Home
Website: http://obegihome.com/
Address: Dubai Design District, 33330 Dubai, U.A.E.

Robert Couturier
Website: http://www.robertcouturier.com/
Address: 271 Madison Avenue, Suite 1108 New York NY 
10016, United States of America

Rockwell Group
Website: https://www.rockwellgroup.com/

Studio10surdix
Website: https://www.10surdix.com/

Studio54
Website: https://www.studia-54.ru/
Address - Liteyny prospect 46, off. 9, Saint-Petersburg, Russia

Studiopepe 
Website: http://www.studiopepe.info/
Address: Viale Abruzzi, 20, 20131 Milano MI, Italy

Trip Haenisch & Associates 
Website: http://www.triphaenisch.com/
Address:  658 N Crescent Heights Blvd,  90048 Los Angeles, 
California, United States of America

ZZ Architects
Website: https://zzarchitects.net/
Address: A-403, Prathmesh Tower, Raghuvanshi Mills Com-
pound, Next to Palladium Mall, Lower Parel West, Mumbai, 
Maharashtra 400013, India
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